ANT the ANT
Fig 7
Maintain tension with R
Thumb. Pick off silk with
Left Hand.
NB. The actions depicted
in Figs 5 to 7 all happen
after the usual ‘turn it
around behind your back’
Monkey Bar moves.

Finally, remove the silk bundle with your Left
Hand. Just maintain tension with your Right
Thumb and the silk will come away, See Fig 7.
These unique actions all happen after the usual
‘turn it around behind your back’ Monkey Bar
moves.

Overview Routine
You start with nothing in your hands. Explain
that you have with you Anthony the Champion
Ant. His friends call him, ‘Ant the Ant’. Ant is
a champion high jumper because he wears big
springs on his feet. Would you like to see Ant
perform? Introduce a large tin where you keep
your ants. But upon open the tin it contains a pair
of your granddad’s pants. “Phew! He’ll get Ants in
his Pants!” Fig 8.
Tip out some ants onto your palm - but each time
you pick up an ant it’s the wrong one. So you
throw him into audience (repeat this two or three
times). The audience screams at having an ant
thrown into them! Eventually, find Ant the Ant.

Fig 8
Introduce a large tin where you keep your ants.

Then go into the business of Ant jumping from
hand to hand. But because kids claim they can’t
see him you tie a small red silk around Ant’s waist.
Then place him into one of the three tumblers. In
reality this is the bundle of silk with its magnet,
which attaches to the mono-filament by means of
the neo magnet within the sticker.
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LIE DETECTOR JUNIOR
Fig 7
This shows the larger
components to be housed
in the base unit.
Assemble and hot-glue
the two x8 battery holders
and remote control device
inside of the base. Also
there’s plenty of room to
house the 390R resistors.

two eyes are situated. Thread the four wires (3+1)
through the hole and hot-glue into place. Repeat
this assembly for the other ping-pong ball.
Cut the remaining ping-pong ball in half, and
hot-glue it to the foamex board where the nose
should be. Finally, fix the two buzzers alongside

each other where the mouth should be. Allow
the two pairs of wires through a small hole in the
board, Fig 6. Fig 7 shows the larger components
to be housed in the base unit. Assemble and
hot-glue the two x4 battery holders and remote
control device inside of the base, Fig 8.

Fig 8
A broad slimline pencil
case makes an ideal base
to house the components.
These wooden cases are
freely available on line
from China and also in
discount stores such as
Works in the high street.
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BREAKAWAY
MAGIC
WAND
LOTZ
of MAGIC
for KIDZ

Introduction
Primarily a magic wand is used to make the magic
happen. I’m certain there’s no need to explain to
you how a Breakaway Wand works! But what is
not so well known is the actual handling of the
wand to maximise the laughs. Fig 1 shows the
collapsed wand in the child’s hand. This can be
very funny but it happens so quickly that not all
the audience can see what has happened.
Handling
A better way to handle the wand is to place the
centre portion of the wand into the child’s hand.
You may have to contrive this handling by briefly
holding his wrist with your other hand. Fig 2
shows the result. Half of the wand’s sections
dangle from each side of the kid’s hand, and looks
especially funny if you shake his wrist to make
the wand jump about. Furthermore, this is much
more visible for the whole audience.
Now here’s another kicker... retrieve the wand
from the child’s hand by picking it up at the

centre and shake it about. Act as though it’s as
much of a surprise to you as it is to your helper.
As stated, the wand collapses into several sections
as you hand it to your assistant - much to the
amusement of the audience. Frankly, I’m not
comfortable with effects where the laughter could
be against the child helper. The bit where you
shake the wand afterwards and throw it away (as
though you’re frightened of it) takes the heat off
the child appearing as the victim.
If you do wish to repeat a similar gag then it’s
probably better to choose a different child, and
make it a running gag with alternate types of
wands.
Incidently, it doesn’t have to be a magic wand.
These days magic dealers supply breakaway
wooden spoons, pens, paint brushes, flowers,
bendy wands, breakapart tray, windmill wands,
flashing wands, colour changing wands, wands
that change into a banana – there’s no end!
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ROPEY KNOT
Most spectators pick up the loop from their side,
ie. the Right Hand thumb enters the loop from
the inside. The rope will never form a knot if done
in this way – no matter how much they try to
twist it. Try it and see!

Fig 2 (left)
The Right Hand takes and places
the loop over the two ends.
When the two ends are pulled
apart a knot appears.

How It’s Done
The weird thing about the Ropey Knot is that the
more openly and fairly you perform it the more
difficult it is for someone to emulate the actions –
especially if you’re face on to them. Hold the rope
fairly, with no twists, in the Left Hand as in Fig 1.
The Right Hand now picks up the centre of the
looped portion. But the Right Hand thumb enters
in the half away from you, Fig 2. Lift this section
up and place the loop over the two ends. See Fig
3 and Fig 4. That’s it! Rearrange your forefinger
and thumb of each hand, and pull the ends apart.
A knot will appear in the centre of the rope, Fig 5.
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Fig 3 (below)
Most spectators pick
up the loop from their
side, ie. their thumb
enters the loop from the
inside.

COVER THE SPOT
Fig 8 (left)
As you slide off the the last two discs with one hand, you
nudge the remaining three discs in the opposite direction
with the other hand. It then becomes impossible for the
player to cover the spot with the remaining two discs.
Fig 9 (centre-right)
Another scam used by hustlers to fleece the public was to
subtlety distort the circular shape of the spot.
Fig 10 (bottom right)
Use your small finger as a prop when dropping the disc The
pinkie then becomes a kind of artist’s Mahl Stick to support
the hand.

Another scam used by hustlers to fleece the public
was to subtlety distort the circular shape of the
spot. This involved screen-printing or painting the
large spot onto an oil cloth. The cloth was draped
over the table where the front edge was fixed.
The rear bottom edge had a batten sewn in, see
Fig 9. It just remained for the hustler to tread on
the batten, which stretched the tablecloth from
perfectly circular to slightly oval.
And finally...
If you have small hands you may find the 12cm
dia CD rather large to handle. Consequently,
when you first try to ‘cover the spot’ the hand that
spans the CD tends to shake slightly. Unfortunately, this occurs at the very moment you need it
to be steady.
One solution is to use smaller discs but the display
is not so showy. Another solution is to grip the
wrist with the other hand.
Yet another aid is to use your small finger as a
prop when dropping the CD, as shown in Fig 10.
The pinkie then becomes a kind of artist’s Mahl
Stick to support the hand.
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